The International Olympic Committee (IOC) OFFERS THE FOLLOWING VIDEO NEWS RELEASE TO ALL NEWS AGENCIES, BROADCASTERS AND ALL ONLINE PLATFORMS FREE OF CHARGE.

Story Headline: Four nations combine to win first ever Youth Olympic Games Speed Skating Mixed NOC Team Sprint gold

Event: Lillehammer 2016 Winter Youth Olympic Games
Date: 17 February
Place: Hamar, Norway

SHOT LOG & Transcripts of sound-bytes:

Aerial GV of Hamar Olympic Hall Viking Ship.

NOC Team 6, Sumiya Buyantogtokh (MGL), Noemi Bonazza (ITA), Hanyang Shen (CHN) and Jae Woong Chung (KOR) start their race.

NOC Team 6 on their second lap home straight with Sumiya Buyantogtokh (MGL) dropping off.

Team 6 on their third lap home straight with Neomi Bonazza (ITA) dropping off.

NOC Team 6 on their final lap with Jae Woong Chung (KOR) crossing the finish line to win the gold medal.

Answer: (Chinese language)

Shot of scoreboard with Team 6 in first position after three heats.

Answer: (Chinese language)

Spectators in the crowd dancing

Answer: (Chinese language)

NOC Team 6 taking to the podium and receiving their gold medals.

SOUNDBYTE: Noemi Bonazza, Speed Skating Mixed NOC Team Sprint gold medal, Lillehammer 2016.

Answer: (English and Italian language)

“It was strange because you don’t know how other people skate and you don’t know if they are fast or not and I think the worst thing was the start because you don’t know how to go, if you go too fast or too slow, but we did a good race in my opinion.”

The Olympic flags being raised.

SOUNDBYTE: Noemi Bonazza, Speed Skating Mixed NOC Team Sprint gold medal, Lillehammer 2016.

Answer: (answer from the first soundbyte in the Italian language)

NOC Team 6 holding up their gold medals on the podium to wide of whole podium.

SOUNDBYTE: Noemi Bonazza, Speed Skating Mixed NOC Team Sprint gold medal, Lillehammer 2016.

Answer: (Italian language)

“This is the second medal for me so I’m so happy, I can’t describe how I feel but a gold medal is the best medal so it’s amazing.”
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